
LV761: 2 Bedroom Townhouse for Sale in Cortijo Grande, Almería

Cortijo Grande Townhouse Karen: For those seeking tranquillity in a truly stunning natural setting yet within reach of all
facilities, this superbly appointed air-conditioned town house enjoys one of the very best locations within the idyllic time-
warp Cortijo Grande valley. Casa Los Pinos bar/restaurant is just over a minutes' walk. The cosy 'Almazara' bar/restaurant is
a 3-minute stroll, and there is also a vegetarian restaurant in the valley. The property comprises living room / dining room
with stunning open plan kitchen, two double bedrooms and a bathroom. Both bedrooms have air conditioning / heating.
The master bedroom has French doors leading to a full-width balcony overlooking the rear patio and the golf course and
bedroom 2, also on the upper floor, has twin beds, built-in wardrobe with cute tiled top, 'rustica' furniture, and Juliet
balcony overlooking the private parking area directly adjacent to the rear terrace. The 9-hole golf course in the valley is not
a commercial venture at the moment but is challengingly playable thanks to local volunteers from Cortijo Grande Club de
Golf who tend the greens. Cortijo Grande was originally a traditional Spanish village with orange groves and when the valley
was developed in the 1970's, the original buildings were retained. This property has been refitted in the traditional 'Rustica'
style

Local Area
Cortijo Grande Golf, Turre, nestled in the foot hills of Sierra Cabrera which offers a dramatic background and magnificent
views. Flanked by groves of orange & olive trees and watered by an underground volcanic lake this picturesque location
has been popular for many years. There are a variety of small urbanisations of assorted styles with apartments,
townhouses and detached villas.

 
The town of Turre is a short drive away located in the valley of the Rio Aguas. Dating back to the times of the Moors today’s
Turre is a bustling little market town. The labyrinth of streets in the old town are dotted with tapas bars and in the main
square the natural fountain supplies drinking water to visitors all year round while the main thoroughfares offer a variety of
shops, bars and restaurants that cater for all tastes and ages. Friday’s are market days when local produce, amongst other
items, is abundantly available.  Dotted with small pensions and hostals in and around the town Turre is a great little
Spanish hideaway where one can enjoy local cusine in a relaxed Mediterranean atmosphere.

Situated only an hours drive from Almeria international airport and 1.5 to 2 hour drive to the airports of Murcia and
Alicante, Turre has excellent motorway access and in the next few years will be served by the AVE high speed train from
Madrid which will stop at the nearby town of Vera.  The nearest beachesof Mojácar and Garrucha are approximately 8 kms
away.

✓ 2 Bedrooms ✓ 1 Bathroom ✓ 72m² Build size
✓ No Pool ✓ Air Conditioning ✓ Terrace
✓ Air Conditioning ✓ Fire place / Woodburner ✓ Near a Beach
✓ Near a Golf Course ✓ Orientation South/East ✓ Terrace
✓ 25 mins drive to a Beach ✓ 10 mins drive to the Shops ✓ Community Fees: 540.00€ Annually
✓ IBI (Property Rates): 148.42€
Annually

99,000€ ≃£86,021
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